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Learning Civic Leadership: Leader Skill Development in the Sierra Club 
 In the 2009 Seattle mayoral race, political novice Michael McGinn upset internationally 
renowned incumbent mayor Greg Nickles.1 Although Nickles had become an international eco-star 
in 2005 by leading a campaign to make municipal carbon reduction commitments in the face of the 
George W. Bush administration’s recalcitrance, McGinn “out-greened” America’s greenest mayor in 
America’s greenest city in this election. How did McGinn, who had previously never held public 
office, know how to design and run a successful grassroots organizing campaign that could unseat 
such a prominent political figure? Both Nickles and McGinn shared a great deal of political 
notability and credibility on environmental issues, a necessary feature for local political candidates in 
Seattle. Nickles, however, was known for a “machine-style” of insider campaigning and governing 
while McGinn’s campaign reached out, showing a particular savvy for grassroots organizing.2 The 
McGinn campaign included no paid staff and engaged a broad set of volunteers that included some 
people far younger than those typically involved in Seattle politics3. McGinn inspired local activists 
while also managing the media, especially on issues of “greenness” (he was regularly photographed 
biking to campaign events). As with any election, many factors played into the final outcome, but it’s 
hard to ignore the grassroots organizing skill demonstrated by McGinn’s campaign—skills 
developed by McGinn during his 14 year tenure as the chairperson of the Cascade Chapter of the 
Sierra Club.4 
 The path from association leader to mayor of a major city may be surprising for 
contemporary observers. Today’s political figures are more likely to make a name for themselves in 
business or law (McGinn is a lawyer) or may simply pursue a public political career almost from the 
start (as Nickles did). In past eras, however, membership and leadership in national fraternal orders, 
service groups, and other major federations was certainly the norm and virtually a prerequisite for 
public leadership. For example, as sociologist and political scientist Theda Skocpol reports, in the 
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1950s and 1960s, roughly 90 percent of Massachusetts State Senators publicly listed multiple 
affiliations with popular cross-class membership associations. Nearly half of those Senators listed 
membership in the American Legion alone—far outpacing the membership rates for the rest of 
Massachusetts’ male citizenry (about 5-6 percent) in that era.5 In similar fashion, many African-
American activists who had risen to leadership positions in the NAACP and other civil rights 
organizations won elected office following the 1965 Voting Rights Act.6 Women leaders also have 
emerged from associations with varying goals and ideological perspectives, including the National 
Organization for Women, the League of Women Voters, and Concerned Women for America.7 
Michael McGinn’s ascendance to Seattle’s mayoralty is one of the latest examples of this long-
standing (if currently less common) pattern. While his affiliation with the Sierra Club likely helped 
bolster his overall green image with Seattle’s environmentally conscious voters, his years of formal 
and informal training as a Sierra Club leader may have laid the foundation for his success in the 
practice of political organizing. What would he have done and learned in that position that could 
have prepared him for his move to elected public office? 
 This question motivates the research presented in this chapter. The Sierra Club is an 
example of a civic association—a self-governing organization made up of individual members who 
joined voluntarily. These associations “depend upon voluntary efforts of their members, decentralize 
decision making across local units, govern themselves through elected volunteer leaders, and enable 
their members’ collective voices to be heard.”8 Scholars from French observer Alexis de Tocqueville 
(in the 19th century) to political scientist Robert Putnam (in the 21st century) have been interested in 
the connection between joining voluntary groups and the development of civic skills, values, and 
beliefs. Despite longstanding scholarly interest in this relationship, however, we have surprisingly 
limited knowledge about it. A good deal is known about rates of associational joining9 and the 
effects this can have on political participation.10 The specific mechanisms connecting associational 
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participation to political engagement are less clear, especially regarding leaders. In particular, what 
activities do local leaders in civic associations like the National Rifle Association or the Knights of 
Columbus or the Veterans of Foreign Wars or the U.S. Bowling Congress engage in, and what skills 
do they develop through those actions? Do all leaders develop the same skills? And are some skills 
more likely to be improved than others?  
In this chapter, we look inside associations to reveal how volunteer leaders spend their time 
within their organizations and to explore the skills they do, and do not, take away from those 
experiences. We begin by briefly reviewing prior work on civic associations and leaders, uncovering 
some helpful guidance, but few empirical findings. We then introduce our case study (a case we 
share, not coincidentally, with Michael McGinn): the Sierra Club. We will highlight the structural 
features of the Sierra Club—a federated national association with self-governing state and local 
units—that makes it a relevant and important case for understanding the development of leaders’ 
civic skills. We then turn to the particular relationship of leader activity to civic skill improvement. 
We detail the ways the Sierra Club’s volunteer leaders invest time in a variety of organizational 
activities. We then identify dimensions of skills that leaders can develop. Finally, we investigate how 
investing time in different activities is related to improvement on different skill dimensions. In the 
end, we find that some associational leadership activities, especially the work of mobilizing people, 
are strongly related to skill improvement, but that not all skills are equally likely to be developed. 
 
LEADERSHIP IN CIVIC ASSOCIATIONS 
Civic associations are self-governing organizations made up of individual members who 
joined voluntarily. To clarify the unique character of civic associations, it is helpful to note what they 
are not. Many contemporary interest groups and service providing nonprofits do not fit our 
definition of civic associations. Rather, they are centralized, professionalized, bureaucratic 
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organizations. While many groups have “members,” a typical form of membership is paying an 
annual subscription fee and receiving a newsletter or magazine. These organizations generate 
revenue by recruiting “checkbook” members, raising other donations via professional marketing 
efforts (door-to-door, over the phone, or via the Internet), and winning grants from government or 
foundations. This revenue is used to support the work of professional, paid staff.11 Executives in 
these groups (e.g. the American Automobile Association, the American Association of Retired 
Persons) engage with individual “members” as consumers or clients—relationships of economic 
exchange. In that context, core “leadership” tasks are managerial. As is the focus in for-profit 
corporations, managers must ensure efficient production of goods and the maintenance of a 
satisfied consumer base—and they are financially compensated for doing so. Even when paid 
canvassers and grassroots lobbying firms engage in face-to-face activities (e.g. street canvassing), 
they do so in a way that usually fails to produce meaningful civic learning, to generate enduring 
forms of social capital, or to inspire new leadership.12 
Civic associations, on the other hand, offer unique opportunities for civic skill learning 
because they engage citizens in leadership activity. Civic associations are organizational vehicles for 
the expression of collective identities and the assertion of public voice and in which members 
participate as constituents rather than consumers.13 In this context, leaders must “mobilize and 
direct the commitment, accountability, and cooperation, of voluntary participants” if the 
organization is to be successful.14 The organization must recruit (and often hold elections for) 
volunteer leaders, develop their capacity for making decisions about organizational governance, and 
create organizational structures for engaging additional volunteers in the work of the group. Because 
ordinary citizens are drawn into these core leadership activities, strong potential exists for civic skill 
development. 
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America has a long-standing tradition of this kind of civic associationalism. Organizers 
throughout much of U.S. history formed large, nationally federated associations that drew strength 
from millions of members in thousands of local chapters.15 These local chapters were grouped into 
regional and state level units which were unified into cohesive national associations. This structure, 
modeled on the federated structure of the U.S. government, provided stable sources of income for 
organizations (from member dues and materials purchases) and connected individuals into trans-
local networks of political information and support that spanned the nation. This classic federated 
structure allowed organizations to maintain highly personal connections with members at the local 
level while still vying for serious national political clout. 
In addition, America’s civic associations created countless leadership positions for ordinary 
citizens.16 Men and women from all walks of life had the opportunity to learn various organizational 
and leadership skills long-considered important for democratic citizens.17 In 1910, for example, the 
Odd Fellows, a major fraternal order with 1.5 million members in 16,245 chapters, recruited 
members to serve in 276,813 leadership posts, 99.8 percent of which were at the local level. This 
means at any one time, one out of every five members of the Odd Fellows served in a formal 
leadership role. Similarly, the Grange, the oldest agricultural organization in the U.S., at one point 
had 450,000 members 77,775 of whom held leadership positions of which 99.3 percent were local.18 
Despite the shift from this classic civic association form to more managerial styles of 
organization since the 1960’s,19 many prominent organizations like the National Rifle Association,20 
Common Cause,21 the National Organization of Women,22 and the Sierra Club23 still rely on state 
and local units, and the members and leaders within them, to play important roles in governance and 
other organizational activities. Recent scholarship suggests that still today roughly a quarter of all 
local groups are affiliates of national associations.24 
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Many studies have examined who joins and actively participates in civic associations. We still, 
however, know much less about what people actually do as leaders in these organizations and what 
civic skills they develop as a result. The knowledge of how to be an effective association leader must 
be learned, and some leaders undoubtedly learn more than others. Which leads us to ask, what might 
association leaders actually be doing within their groups, and what skills might they actually be 
developing through those activities? 
The scholarly literature currently offers little empirical data on this topic. In one notable 
study of anti-drunk-driving organizations, sociologists John McCarthy and Mark Wolfson provide 
evidence that certain leaders (chapter presidents and vice presidents) commit substantial amounts of 
time to their organizations, spending at least some of that time on many public appearances and 
attending a variety of membership and leadership meetings.25 Their study, however, does not detail 
the relative amount of time committed by leaders to the various possible leadership activities they 
might undertake. In what areas do leaders invest the most (and least) time? 
Beyond relative time commitment, we are also interested in how leaders’ skills are 
developing as they engage in these activities. Alexis de Tocqueville, after touring America in the 
1830s, argued that “in democratic countries knowledge of how to combine is the mother of all other 
forms of knowledge”26 and that for the conditions of democracy to flourish, the “art of association 
must develop and improve”27 among citizens.28 The most prominent recent examination of 
improvement in the “art of associating” has been the work of political scientist Sidney Verba and his 
colleagues.29 They asked survey respondents whether and where they practiced four particular 
actions—attending a meeting, organizing a meeting, writing a letter, and making a speech. They then 
connected the practice of these actions to subsequent political involvement. Others have followed 
up on this research by looking at organizational contexts that foster the opportunity for practicing 
similar actions, finding a variety of chances available in churches, political groups, service 
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organizations, and even arts groups.30 Despite the cataloguing of opportunities, however, these 
studies say little about what skill sets leaders actually improve on through their participation. We are 
left, then, with two individual-level questions. What are the civic skill dimensions along which 
leaders might develop, and how much do leaders really develop along these dimensions through 
their experiences in civic associations? 
 These are the empirical questions we pursue in this remainder of this chapter. After briefly 
introducing the Sierra Club as an organization and the project used to collect data from Sierra Club 
leaders, we turn our attention to what these leaders do, focusing on how they spend their leadership 
time in the group. Next, we use a series of survey items on particular skills to identify three civic skill 
dimensions along which leaders might improve through their activity. We highlight the differing 
patterns of improvement along these three dimensions, and then connect those patterns to the 
relative time investments of leaders. We show that different patterns of time investment can have 
very different relationships to skill improvement. 
 
THE SIERRA CLUB 
The Sierra Club is one of the oldest, largest, and most influential environmental associations 
in the United States.31 It is regularly involved in the environmental policy-making process at national, 
state, and local levels and is arguably the most well-known American environmental group. 
Sociologist Edwin Amenta and colleagues found that the Sierra Club was one of the ten most 
covered social movement organizations of any kind in the New York Times and Washington Post during 
the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, ranking higher than any other conservation or environmental 
organization.32 Despite its prominence in environmental politics, the Sierra Club maintains its 
commitment to outdoors activity, organizing and sponsoring everything from local day hikes to 
extensive high-peaks expeditions. The Sierra Club was founded in 1892 by John Muir and a set of 
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San Francisco Bay area notables with an affinity for the mountains of northern California.33 From 
the start, the Sierra Club was both an alpine club for hikers and other outdoors enthusiasts to 
collectively pursue recreational pursuits in the mountains and a political advocacy group that lobbied 
for the preservation of natural spaces.34 That dual purpose continues through to today, as individuals 
and organizational units at all levels of the Sierra Club pursue a mission to “explore, enjoy, and 
protect” the natural environment.35 The Sierra Club continues to play a leading role in the 
environmental movement as the organization’s breadth and openness allow it to engage new issues 
and ideas. 
Over the course of its history, the Sierra Club has followed a trajectory common to classic 
American voluntary associations, beginning with a federated structure that became more complex 
and professionalized after the 1970s.36 Membership in the club was modest for much of its early 
history, due in part to a local, California focus and to a sponsored membership system (potential 
members had to have a current member sponsor their application for membership). By 1940 the 
group included only about 3500 members. Following World War II, however, the Club changed 
strategies, rapidly expanding the organization to develop a true federated structure. The Club formed 
state level Chapters throughout the country and shifted to an open membership format, dramatically 
increasing the membership size. By the end of the 1960s, the club had 33 state and regional chapters 
and was approaching 100,000 members. In the 1970s, the Club, added new city-based sub-units of 
Chapters, creating a layer of local organizations, called Sierra Club Groups. By the time of our study 
in 2003, Club membership exceeded 750,000 in 62 Chapters—one in every state plus several 
regional Chapters in California—and more than 300 local groups. 
As the organization became older and more complex, the Sierra Club developed some of the 
key characteristics common to many advocacy organizations founded since the 1970s.37 For 
example, paid staff (at the national and state level) handle organizational maintenance tasks like 
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fundraising or publishing, and the organizations have professional lobbyists, lawyers, and field 
organizers. In 2003, when we conducted our research, the organization had 163 national staff 
members in the San Francisco headquarters, another 52 in the Washington, D.C. office, and 169 
staffers working in 8 regions. An additional 124 employees were working in the Chapters that had 
staff at the time.38  The Sierra Club also recruits members through direct-mail campaigns, and for a 
majority of members, writing checks and receiving a magazine is the only way they interface with the 
organization. Adopting these practices undoubtedly has contributed to the rapid growth of the 
organization and its success as one of the most prominent environmental groups in the U.S. These 
changes have also expanded the organizational focus from its early days as a small, almost 
exclusively face-to-face organization. 
Nonetheless, many volunteer members play central leadership roles. Elected leaders at all 
levels of the Sierra Club—local (Groups), regional/state (Chapters), and national—commit 
substantial personal time to governance and activity. Beyond the elected leadership, thousands of 
volunteer activists contribute time and effort leading political campaigns, guiding outings and 
outdoors programs, coordinating public education activities, and conducting research. Political 
scientist Ronald Shaiko compared five national environmental organizations and found that the 
Sierra Club had the highest proportion of active members.39 According to his survey, about 10% of 
the members consider themselves active in the organization and almost a quarter of members are on 
special mailing lists and respond to issue alerts by writing to their members of Congress. In 2003, an 
internal Sierra Club database indicated that more than 3000 volunteers directly participated in 
governance across all levels as members of “Executive Committees,” senior decision-making bodies 
in every unit at each organizational level. These Executive Committee members are the leaders we 
focused on in our study. 
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STUDYING THE SIERRA CLUB 
 While several historical and social-scientific examinations of the Sierra Club have been 
conducted in the past,40 none have delved deeply into the leadership of the club at its various levels. 
The 2003 National Purpose, Local Action study provided us with unprecedented access into the 
inner workings of this major national civic association.41 To understand what the associational lives 
of the Club’s leaders really looked like, we needed extensive data from thousands of Sierra Club 
leaders scattered across the country, as well as information about the ways these leaders interacted in 
their particular Chapters and Groups. The core of this data collection effort focused on bringing 
together the leadership teams from each Group and Chapter for a facilitated, data-based, self-
assessment discussion about what they were doing and how they were doing it. To conduct this 
operation, in the fall of 2003, more than 200 Sierra Club leaders came together in San Francisco and 
were trained to conduct these Executive Committee self-assessment sessions. In advance of each 
session, facilitators would distribute 15-page paper surveys to members of the Executive Committee 
of the Group or Chapter. Executive Committee members would fill out the survey, bring it to the 
session as a basis for discussion, then return it to the facilitator who would submit all of them for 
systematic coding and analysis.42 
 The data we use in this chapter were collected through these written surveys of Executive 
Committee members. Our 15-page questionnaire was completed by 1,624 Executive Committee 
members (51% of all Executive Committee members in the Club) between October 2003 and 
February 2004. We worked closely with the volunteer facilitators throughout the process to 
maximize the response rate and improve the quality of responses. Executive Committee members 
spent anywhere from 1 to 3 hours completing the detailed questionnaire that asked about their 
personal characteristics and experiences and about the way their particular Executive Committee 
functioned. Executive Committee members not only are in charge of major decision-making in their 
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Chapters and Groups, but often serve as core activists in most major Club activities.43 We use this 
data to examine how these volunteer leaders allocate their time in the Club and what skills they 
develop through their service.  
 
WHAT DO LEADERS DO? 
To begin, we examine the total number of hours respondents committed to Sierra Club 
activity. Although all the people included in our survey are elected leaders of the Sierra Club, we 
expect that they will vary a great deal in how much time they commit to the organization. Overall, 
how many hours do leaders actually spend on Sierra Club activity? 
The median Executive Committee member spends about 15 hours per month on Club 
activity (see Figure 1). Separating Chapter (regional/state level) leaders from Group (local level) 
leaders, we find that the former typically devote more time (20 hours per month) than the latter (12 
hours per month). These “typical” figures, however, disguise the substantial variation in time 
commitment from leader to leader. Roughly 6 percent of the leaders reported that they spent five 
hours or less a month on Sierra Club activity, while on the other end of the continuum, some 20 
percent of the leaders said that they spent 40 hours or more per month—an average of 10 hours per 
week. 
[Figure 1 about here] 
These numbers reveal that the volunteer leaders in the Sierra Club belong to the most 
civically active segment of the American population. To put these numbers into perspective, about 
26 percent of American adults volunteered through or for an organization at least once between 
September 2007 and September 2008.44 The median volunteer spent about 52 hours during that one 
year period—roughly 4.3 hours per month. A typical Sierra Club Group leader would spend 144 
hours per year and a Chapter leader about 240 hours. According to our estimates from the 2008 
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Current Population Survey, only about a quarter of all volunteers committed 144 hours a year and 
less than 15 percent spent 240 hours or more. Further, at least two-thirds of our respondents 
reported that they also participate in at least one other civic association and 46 percent say that they 
hold at least one leadership position in another organization. For many of these leaders, their 
activism is an important part of their lives as they spend a significant proportion of their waking 
hours in the service of the Sierra Club and other civic organizations.45 
Given the large number of hours leaders invest in the Sierra Club, the next question is what 
they do during the hours they devote to the organization. In our survey, we asked the leaders to 
break down the hours they spent for the Club into several categories. The categories were 
constructed in consultation with experienced Sierra Club leaders and staff members who had 
substantial insight into the range of possible activities that leaders might pursue.46 Figure 2 shows the 
relative distribution of leader hours across different categories of activity sorted from most to least 
common. The activity that takes up the largest proportion of time for leaders in the Sierra Club is 
“administrative activities” which includes writing and editing newsletters, maintaining websites, 
keeping up with administrative email, and other organizational logistics. The average Club leader 
spends almost a quarter of her time on these administrative activities.  This is followed closely by 
time invested in meetings. On average, 23 percent of the hours leaders invest in the organization are 
devoted to meetings. Together, almost half of the typical Sierra Club leader’s time is spent doing 
administrative activities or in meetings. 
[Figure 2 about here] 
 
The other half of leaders’ time is divided among a variety of other activities, the most 
common of which is attending planned activities, events, or celebrations (17%).  This is followed by 
community outreach (which includes things like answering questions from community members, 
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lobbying decision-makers, testifying in hearings, hosting informational tables, and making public 
speeches), informal discussion with other leaders, and mobilizing (which includes encouraging basic 
members to become active participants and recruiting people to attend upcoming events or 
meetings). Fundraising, training, and “other” activities take up the least amount of a Sierra Club 
leader’s time. 
How should we think about this distribution of time use? Perhaps most striking is the fact 
that the vast majority of time is spent doing work with other leaders or by oneself.  This “behind the 
scenes” work may go unnoticed by those who focus only on the public side of leadership. Without 
prior empirical studies to compare to, however, additional interpretation is challenging. 
Nevertheless, several theoretical traditions suggest ways we might begin thinking about the patterns 
we see here.  
From the broadest perspective, Sierra Club Groups and Chapters are formal organizations. 
Organization scholars have suggested that creating and maintaining a formal organization for 
collective action requires substantial “overhead” for organizational maintenance and coordination.47 
Associations like the Sierra Club are no exception. Informally hiking with friends may not require 
extensive planning, coordination, or administration. A Sierra Club hike, however, needs to be 
announced in the newsletter, have a list of individuals signed up to participate, have a trained leader 
assigned to the outing, and, if it is a particularly challenging outing, perhaps even legal release forms 
on hand. These kinds of tasks might fall within the administration or the informal communication 
with leaders categories. In addition, group leaders must create a plan for making the hike happen 
and must see the plan through to completion. The planning and implementation processes all 
require coordination, which may help explain the amount of time that leaders devote to meetings. 
Organization scholars, then, might not be surprised to see the relatively large amount of time Sierra 
Club leaders devote to administration and meetings.  
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Scholars studying the organized dimensions of social movements suggest similar insights. 
Sustained collective effort requires ongoing organization, typically carried out by leaders and other 
committed activists in formal organizations.48 For example, a study of all public events (including 
cultural and sports events as well as protest events) that occurred in one year in Madison, Wisconsin 
found that the large majority of events were sponsored by formal organizations that transcended the 
events themselves.49 Similarly, a study of public events in Chicago concluded that the most 
important factor in explaining rates of public events in neighborhoods was the density of formal 
organizations in the area.50 Unless leaders in formal organizations carry out the necessary 
groundwork and take up a large share of the costs —including meetings to decide on a course of 
action and administration to keep the organization afloat while actions take place—these public 
events are unlikely to happen and even less likely to happen in a sustained fashion.51 Again, the 
relative time emphasis on administrative activities and meetings makes sense from this perspective. 
Scholars of civic associations similarly note the amount of attention leaders must pay to core 
activities that build and sustain organizations, but draw our attention even more specifically to the 
unique nature of leadership activity in this context. Rather than simply thinking about the 
“maintenance and coordination” required to keep the organization afloat, scholars in this tradition 
recognize that in civic associations these are volunteer leaders who are recruiting, training, and 
coordinating more volunteers—requiring a fundamentally different set of skills and approaches than 
managing paid employees in a bureaucracy. Leaders must find potential volunteers, motivate them to 
participate, facilitate the development of relationships with them and among them, secure their 
commitments for activity, identify those with leadership potential, and develop them into the next 
generation of leaders. For the association to endure, leaders must build organizational capacity—
useful organizational structures and skilled people to fill those structures—that outlasts any 
particular activity or program. Leaders must engage in strategic work, deciding on various courses of 
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possible action, and interdependently, working with one another on complex tasks. 52  From this 
perspective, the administration and meetings taking place in civic associations may not simply be 
organizational maintenance activities. Rather, these are the sites where leaders’ most creative and 
consequential activity may occur. Once again, given the centrality of these activities, we might expect 
substantial time investment in them. 
Social movement theories and the civic association perspective also draw our attention to 
related (if less commonly reported) activities in Figure 2, in particular community outreach and 
mobilizing. These actions are closely related to the kinds of capacity-building leadership that 
associational leaders must undertake. Leaders doing community outreach are investing time in direct 
communication with decision-makers as well as testifying at hearings, making public speeches, 
staffing informational tables, and other efforts to directly reach out to the broader community. The 
average Sierra Club leader devotes about 13 percent of his or her time to this kind of work.  Leaders 
also mobilize people for activity, ranging from protests and rallies seeking political influence, to river 
clean-ups and trail maintenance efforts to restore the natural environment, to hikes, trips, and 
outings to enjoy the outdoors. Leaders reported investing less than 5 percent of their time into 
mobilizing people to become active participants or to attend events and activities.53 This relatively 
limited time investment is surprising in light of social movement scholarship that notes the 
significant importance of organizers’ efforts in getting people to participate in movement activity.54 
If we assume that higher levels of mobilization are beneficial to the Sierra Club’s efforts, we might 
expect more leader time to be devoted to mobilizing.  
In sum, Sierra Club leaders are clearly contributing a substantial number of hours to the 
organization. These hours are divided across a range of activities. Sierra Club leaders are investing a 
great deal of their time in administrative activities and meetings, a substantial amount of time 
participating in activities, events, and celebrations, and relatively less time in outreach and 
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mobilizing. Theories of formal organizations, social movements, and civic associations lead us to 
think the relative emphasis on administration and meetings is to be expected, although the relatively 
limited investment in outreach and mobilizing may be lower than expected.55 
As a first look at time investments in civic associations, these patterns are intriguing on their 
own. But what are the implications for leader skill development? A critical task for any self-
governing civic association is the development of leadership.56 More skilled leaders should produce 
better outcomes today, and a steady development of leadership capacity helps ensure the continued 
success of the organization in the future. Toward these ends, in an effective association leaders’ skills 
should be improving. What does this particular distribution of time investment mean for leader skill 
development? For example, we see that leaders are devoting substantial time to administrative 
activity. If doing administrative tasks leads to substantial civic skill improvement, the Sierra Club will 
reap the benefits of many more civically skilled leaders. If, however, mobilizing activity is more of a 
teacher of skills, Sierra Club leaders are improving less than they might because of the relatively little 
time investment in these activities. To explore these possibilities, we turn to now to leader skill 
development. 
 
WHAT SKILLS DO LEADERS DEVELOP?  
What framework can we use to structure our assessment of leadership skill development? 
While civic associations have long been described as “schools of democracy”57 in which people can 
learn various civic and organizational skills, the kinds of skills they learn through associational 
experience is not widely understood. In most studies, this relationship has been studied indirectly by 
considering whether association members are engaged in other political or civic activities (e.g. 
voting, attending public meetings) more than non-members. If association members participate in 
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other activities more, it is assumed they must have learned some civic lessons through their 
participation and become more motivated to participate in political or community events. 
In our study, we measured in close detail the civic skills leaders were developing. In the 
survey, we offered Sierra Club leaders a list of 19 specific skills that could be developed by playing a 
leadership role in a civic association. These included, for example, “accepting responsibility,” 
“working with the media,” and “challenging others to be more effective.” For each item, we asked 
the leaders how strongly they agreed or disagreed that their skill had improved through service as a 
volunteer leader in the Sierra Club. In other words, the questions do not try to measure the absolute 
level (or stock) of skill the leaders possess, but rather the development of the skill through 
experience in the organization.58 
Our goal in utilizing this set of skill items was not to come up with an exhaustive list of all 
possible civic skills that might be important for civic association members in general or 
environmental activists in particular.59 Rather, we sought to identify sets of skill items that might 
indicate common dimensions of civic knowledge. Using a statistical technique called factor analysis, 
we examined whether the 19 specific skills could be grouped into a smaller number of meaningful 
categories. Factor analysis is a data reduction technique that searches for common dimensions 
underlying multiple survey questions.60 Using factor analysis, we identified three major skill 
dimensions. Table 1 presents these three skill dimensions and the specific skills that fall within each. 
The numbers in each column are “factor loadings” which indicate how closely each specific skill is 
correlated with the underlying skill dimension (a zero would mean that specific skill had no 
correlation with that skill dimension; a one would be perfect correlation; higher values mean 
stronger correlations). Because all the specific skill items are relevant to civic learning, they all have 
some correlation with all three underlying skill dimensions, but it becomes clear that certain skills are 
more closely related to one of the three dimensions than the others. We examined which items 
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loaded on each factor. Then we named the factors according to the kinds of skills most strongly 
related to each.61 
[Table 1 about here] 
We call the first skill dimension managing self. These skills make a leader someone with whom 
other people in an organization can effectively work. The most central items to this dimension (i.e. 
those with the highest “factor loadings”) are about taking responsibility for one’s own work like 
“accepting responsibility,” “accepting criticism,” and “managing my time.” Leaders with these skills 
take responsibility for the things for which they are accountable. They listen to other people. They 
fulfill their own responsibilities effectively. “Managing self” does not require making changes in 
other people's attitudes or behaviors; developing these skills is about one leader changing herself. 
Skills for “managing self” enhance the internal capacity of the organization through the 
improvement of individual capabilities. 
We call the second skill dimension managing others.  These skills involve one leader getting 
other people to take some organizationally-relevant action or to change their behaviors. Core items 
here include things like “challenging others to be more effective,” “holding others accountable,” 
“delegating responsibility,” and “asking people to volunteer.” Leaders who develop these skills get 
members to donate money or volunteer time. They delegate tasks to other leaders and hold them 
accountable to their commitments. They motivate others to accept responsibility and challenge them 
to fulfill it. “Managing others” builds organizational capacity by getting others internal to the group 
to perform more effectively. 
We call the third skill dimension managing public work. These skills involve working with 
institutions, organizations, and the public beyond the association. Core items on this dimension 
include “working with media,” “planning and carrying out a campaign,” and “organizing and 
running a meeting.” Leaders developing these skills make efforts to influence the general public and 
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public officials and they can work with other organizations do to so. “Managing public work” builds 
external organizational capacity—the ability to “change the world.”  
Based on our construction of these three civic skill dimensions62—managing self, managing 
others, and managing public work—we then ask on which of these three skill sets do the leaders 
improve (or not improve) through their Sierra Club experience? Table 2 shows the percentage of 
Sierra Club leaders who “agree” or “strongly agree” that their specific skill has improved through 
their activity in the Club. Looking at the average reported improvement for each of the three 
dimensions, we see that Sierra Club leaders report highest rates of improvement on “managing self” 
(41 percent) followed closely by “managing public work” (40 percent). Within these two dimensions, 
particular skills especially stand out. Within “managing self,” 62 percent of leaders report improving 
on “listening to other people” and just over half say they have improved at “accepting 
responsibility.” “Managing my time,” however, is a skill that only about a quarter think has improved 
through their service to the Sierra Club. Within the “managing public work” dimension, nearly half 
(48 percent) of leaders report improving on “organizing and running a meeting” and 45 percent say 
that their public speaking ability has improved. Less than a third of leaders, however, report 
improving on “working with media” or “managing internal conflicts.” 
In contrast to “managing self” and “managing public work,” Sierra Club leaders report 
relatively less improvement in “managing others” with an average reported improvement rate of 
only 32 percent.63 Within the dimension, certain specific skills are more common, like “providing 
others with support” on which 45% of leaders report improving. On the low end, however, less 
than a quarter of leaders report improving on “challenging others to be more effective” and only 18 
percent report improving on “holding others accountable.” While some leaders report improving 
their “managing others” skills through their service to the Club, overall it appears that substantially 
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fewer skills in “managing others” are being developed than those surrounding “managing self” or 
“managing public work.”64   
In short, the experiences of volunteer leaders in the Sierra Club offer significant 
opportunities to improve on various skill dimensions. Some skills, however, appear to be more likely 
to be improved than others.  “Managing self” seems to be what many leaders are most likely to 
improve on through their service in the Sierra Club, followed by some “managing public work” 
skills.  “Managing others,” however, which consists mostly of skills required for working collectively 
with other people in the organization, appears to have been improved on by only a minority of the 
leaders. In some ways this is surprising, as civic associations are dependent on collective action to 
succeed and, as we noted earlier, civic associations are one of the few (and, perhaps, best) contexts 
available for improving these kinds of skills. Skills for “managing others”—especially those 
involving challenging others to accept responsibility and be accountable—might also translate 
particularly well into additional civic and political success for individual leaders beyond their groups 
(as the Michael McGinn example we opened the chapter with suggests). 
If an organization wanted to improve its leaders’ rates of skill improvement—whether on 
the  “managing others” dimension or the others—the first step would be better understanding why 
some leaders improve on these dimensions, while others do not. In particular, it would be important 
to know what experiences within the organization are most closely related to improvement on each 
skill dimension, allowing an organization, then, to either encourage more engagement with current 
“learning” activities or to reform currently “non-learning” activities to make them into a stronger 
learning context. We take that step next, investigating the relationship between the work leaders do 
in the Sierra Club and the skills on which they report improving. 
 
LEADER TIME AND SKILL DEVELOPMENT 
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How is leader time investment related to skill improvement in the Sierra Club? In our final 
set of analyses, we examine what factors are related to the development of skills in “managing self,” 
“managing others,” and “managing public work,” focusing in particular on the relationship between 
how leaders invest their time in the organization and what types of skills they improve. Since there 
could be many other factors that also affect skill development, it is important to control for those 
factors to make a meaningful assessment of the effect of time use. For example, perhaps leaders 
who have been active in the organization longer are more likely to have improved more skills. In 
order to see the real relationship of time investment to skill learning, we need to take these potential 
confounding factors into account.  We use multiple regression analysis to control for various factors 
including a variety of standard demographic characteristics (e.g. age, sex, education), leader’s 
experience in the Club (e.g. activist tenure in the Club, the number of training programs attended), 
and features of particular organizations (e.g. Executive Committee size, membership size, whether a 
leader serves on a Group or Chapter Executive Committee). Regression analysis allows us to “hold 
constant” all of these background factors while we focus in on the relationship of time spent in 
particular activities to particular civic skills developed.65 
The following figures (Figure 3 to Figure 6) summarize the key findings from the analyses. 
The patterns in these figures show how improving on different skill dimensions is related to leaders’ 
activities in the Sierra Club controlling for other background factors.66 Figure 3 shows how the total 
number of hours devoted to Sierra Club activities is related to the three different skill dimensions 
(regardless of the relative amount of time leaders invested in each). Each line in Figure 3 represents 
the probability that leaders who commit a certain number of hours agree that they have improved 
(on average) on the skills on that dimension. 
[Figure 3 about here] 
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The first pattern to note is quite clear: leaders who invest more time in the Sierra Club are 
significantly more likely to agree that they have improved on all three types of skills. One must keep 
in mind that this is the relationship after controlling for many other factors that could influence skill 
development. For example, the length of time a person has been active in the Sierra Club plays a 
major role in explaining how many skills they have improved on. Similarly, as the number of 
leadership positions a person holds increases, the number of skills that person reports improving on 
also increases. The relationship between time investment and skill improvement appears even after 
we control for these important factors.  
A second pattern in Figure 3 is also clear. In line with what we saw in Table 2, skills for 
“managing others” seem to be substantially less likely to be improved upon with increased time 
investment compared to the other two types of skills. This is even true for the leaders who spend 
very large numbers of hours each month with the Sierra Club. Leaders who spend 30 hours per 
month with the Sierra Club are significantly more likely to report that their “managing others” skills 
have improved than are leaders who spend just one hour per month. The rate of the improvement 
for “managing others,” however, is much smaller than for “managing self” and “managing public 
work.” An average leader who spends one hour per month with the Sierra Club has about a 5 
percent chance of reporting that he is improving on “managing others,” just less than 6 percent 
chance of reporting improvement on “managing public work,” and roughly 8 percent chance of 
reporting improvement on “managing self.” If that same leader began committing 30 hours per 
month to the club, his chances of reporting improvement on “managing public work” would 
increase to nearly 20 percent (a 14 percentage point increase), and nearly 19 percent with respect to 
“managing self” (an 11 point increase). In contrast, his chances of reporting improvement on 
“managing others” would increase by only 6.5 points to 11.6 percent. 
[Figures 4, 5, and 6 about here] 
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Simple time commitment, however, is only the beginning of the story. What may matter 
more is how that time is invested. Figures 4, 5, and 6, provide this more nuanced understanding. As 
in Figure 3, in these figures, we control for a large set of background factors that could explain 
reported skill improvement. Most importantly, we control for how long a leader has been active in 
the Sierra Club and the number of Sierra Club training programs the leader has gone through, both 
of which have strong, positive relationships to all three kinds of skill improvement. In addition we, 
also control for the total amount of time a leader commits to the Club (the pattern illustrated in 
Figure 3). In Figures 4, 5, and 6 we add to the mix four of the types of time use we discussed earlier: 
administrative activities, meetings, outreach, and mobilizing.67 Controlling for other factors, what 
relationship does spending relatively more time on any one of these activities have to skill 
improvement? 
The types of skills leaders improve on seem to be closely related to the kinds of activities to 
which they devote more of their time. Figure 4 shows the pattern for improvement in “managing 
self.” Investing time in administrative activities and outreach shows a small, positive relationship to 
reported improvement in “managing self.” Investing time in mobilizing activity shows a more 
pronounced, positive relationship to skill improvement. Variability in the data makes it difficult to 
establish the absolute certainty of these relationships.68 They may reflect positive relationships to 
skill improvement, with mobilization activities having the strongest positive relationship, but they 
may also simply have no relationship to self-management skills. A clear, statistically significant, 
negative relationship, however, is found between meetings and “managing self.” A greater 
percentage of leader time spent in meetings is related to lower reported levels of improvement in 
things like listening to other people, accepting responsibility, and creative thinking. 
Figure 5 tells a similar story for the relationship of time commitment to reported 
improvement in “managing others.” Investing time in administrative activities and meetings both 
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show negative relationships with the improvement of “managing others” skills. The pattern is 
especially clear for meetings;69 leaders devoting greater proportions of their time to meetings are 
significantly less likely to report improving on skills like challenging others to be effective, holding 
others accountable, and delegating responsibility. Investing time in mobilizing, on the other hand, 
shows a strong positive relationship to reports of improvement in “managing others.”70 Leaders who 
devote a larger proportion of their time to getting basic Sierra Club members to become active 
participants and recruiting people to attend events and activities are much more likely to report 
improvement on “managing others” skills (e.g. holding others accountable).71 
Finally, Figure 6 displays the results of the same analysis applied to the relationship of time 
investment and “managing public work” skill improvement. Here, administrative activities and 
meetings show weak negative relationships to reported improvement on “managing public work” 
skills like planning and carrying out a campaign and (ironically) organizing and running a meeting. 
The relationships are modest and, statistically speaking, it is unclear if they are actually negative or 
simply zero.72 Outreach and mobilizing, however, are both clearly and strongly positively related to 
reports of “managing public work” skill improvement. Sierra Club leaders devoting more of their 
efforts to get members to participate actively or who work to communicate to the broader public are 
much more likely to report being better at working with the media, engaging with coalition partners, 
and giving speeches. 
Before we continue, we should make a note about the causal direction of these relationships. 
There are two possibilities. First is a situation where participation in certain Sierra Club leadership 
activities facilitates learning. In this situation, devoting relatively more time to certain activities could 
lead to higher levels of reported improvement because each additional hour a leader spends on an 
activity produces more learning about the skills associated with that activity (in the same way that a 
student who chooses to focus more homework time on math than on English may develop more 
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quantitative skills). Second is a situation where learning facilitates participation in certain kinds of 
Sierra Club activities. In this situation, learning particular skills encourages a leader to invest more of 
her time in activities where those skills are useful (like a student who has successfully completed one 
math course choosing to take more courses in math and fewer in English). We speculate that the 
former process (participation facilitating learning) is more likely in the Sierra Club, in part because 
our analyses have controlled for the number of formal trainings that a leader has engaged in and in 
part because the research literature suggests such a learning process,73 but the possibility for both 
causal processes is present. While our speculations on causal direction inform some of our 
subsequent discussion, we must withhold final judgment until more research is done on the topic. 
With that in mind, what might these patterns tell us? First, leaders are more likely to report 
improving on all three types of skills as the proportion of time they devote to mobilizing increases. 
The relationship is relatively large in all three contexts (and conventionally statistically significant in 
two of three). If a “participation facilitates learning” process is at work here, then it would seem that 
activities that get leaders reaching out in acts of recruitment and engagement are more likely to teach 
skills ranging from thinking creatively (a component of “managing self”) to delegating responsibility 
( “managing others”) to working effectively with public officials ( “managing public work”). 
Outreach also shows a positive relationship to improved skills, but in a more limited way. Again if 
“participation facilitates learning,” investing time in things like lobbying decision-makers and 
communicating with the public appears to teach leadership lessons in  “managing public work” like 
organizing meetings or speaking in public. Of course, as we saw in Figure 2, outreach and mobilizing 
do not appear to dominate the average Sierra Club leader’s schedule. The time devoted to these 
activities may be producing learning, but these leaders are devoting smaller proportions of their time 
to these activities than to others. 
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What about administrative activities and meetings? The data often show no relationships, 
and at times even negative relationships, between increasing meeting and administrative time 
investment and reported skill improvement. From the perspective of organization scholars, this is 
perhaps unsurprising.74 While things like newsletter production and regular email correspondence 
may be critical for keeping a complex organization up-and-running and able to support sustained 
collective action, something about the nature of those kinds of activities (perhaps in general; perhaps 
just as they are practiced in the Sierra Club) may not be providing many opportunities for learning 
how to better listen to others, delegate responsibility, or manage internal conflicts. From the civic 
association perspective, however, these patterns—especially the negative relationship between 
meetings and reported skill improvement—is more surprising. For a self-governing civic association, 
meetings may be the primary location for learning experiences to take place. These are the occasions 
when leaders must work together to do things like think creatively, hold each other accountable, and 
plan campaigns. How is it that Sierra Club meetings do not seem to produce any of these types of 
learning in leaders (and may even reduce the likelihood of learning them)? 
Perhaps this is due to the nature of the meetings themselves as they are currently practiced in 
the Sierra Club (and likely in many other civic associations). In principle, meetings in these groups 
could be critical sites of learning in these voluntary “schools of democracy.” While we do not have 
data on how meetings are run, we can speculate (given our other findings here), that the meetings in 
the Sierra Club currently do not offer opportunities to practice  “managing others” skills such as 
“challenging other people to be effective” or “delegating responsibility.” Instead, meetings may be 
sites where individual leaders offer committee reports and describe ongoing activities without 
evaluating those activities or deliberating about future directions for the organization. Some 
Executive Committees may even have meetings that are burdened by ongoing conflicts among 
leaders that undermine learning opportunities. In addition, the content of what is discussed (not only 
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how it is discussed) could also matter. Meetings might be more civically rewarding when leaders 
collectively discuss organizational goals and deliberate on how to mobilize people and resources to 
achieve the goal. Perhaps the Sierra Club’s current meetings do not regularly address such topics. If 
this is the case, these groups are missing a significant opportunity to improve the skills of their 
leaders. Speculation aside, meetings can take many different forms and our results show that the 
particular type of meetings held in these Sierra Club Groups and Chapters are not positively related 
to skill improvement in leaders.75 
Given these findings, we argue that looking deeper into what is really going on in particular 
meetings and administrative activities in the Sierra Club, and other groups like it, is a crucial task for 
researchers (and civic organizers) going forward. As we saw in Figure 2, a large proportion of Sierra 
Club leaders’ time is devoted to these activities, while few civic learning returns are being realized on 
that time investment. Generating skill improvement in meetings and administrative contexts could 
be an important supplement to the skill development already taking place in mobilizing and outreach 
activities. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 In the days following Michael McGinn’s inauguration as mayor of Seattle, he quickly began 
falling under the scrutiny of a critical media and a restless public. It remains to be seen how he will 
fare off the campaign trail and in the mayor’s office. We might have reason to believe that he will 
adapt quickly and find himself successful at the task. 
 Why? If his campaign efforts are any indication, it would appear that McGinn was, during 
his years at the helm of the Sierra Club’s Cascade Chapter, quite likely one of those leaders who 
learned substantive lessons about managing himself, managing others, and managing public work. 
We have seen so far that Sierra Club leaders often commit serious amounts of time to their 
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leadership activity. They divide this time across a variety of tasks, some geared more towards the 
creation and sustenance of collective action, others geared more toward organizing and influence-
seeking. Many leaders are developing skills, although some skill dimensions are more likely to be 
improved on than others. Devoting more time overall is related to skill improvement in general, but 
a closer look shows that, currently, leaders who focus a greater share of their attention on mobilizing 
and outreach report more skill improvement. 
 Given these patterns, what should civic association leaders be doing? A cursory answer might 
be “stop meeting and start doing,” a recommendation to simply refocus leaders’ time commitments 
away from meetings and administrative activities and towards mobilizing and outreach. Such an 
answer would miss much of the essence of civic associations. The Sierra Club is a complex formal 
organization and the effort required to direct that organization effectively in the generation and 
sustenance of collective action is substantial. As such, it is unlikely that a major re-allocation of time 
from meetings and administration to other activities is possible—or even desirable. Rather than 
simply refocusing time, a better approach might be to reform the activities leaders are already doing 
to take advantage of the potential skill development opportunities within them. Investing in 
systematic, ongoing, focused training for leaders on how to run better meetings, how to challenge 
their colleagues, or how to manage internal conflict could improve skills for particular leaders and 
help them to create more productive learning opportunities—from the meeting rooms to the streets 
to the trailheads—for others. 
Stated more simply, perhaps the key lesson is to “be like Mike.” Michael McGinn’s mayoral 
campaign engaged lots of volunteers. Meetings happened in the course of recruiting, training, and 
deploying those activists—meetings undergirded with a serious imperative to effectively mobilize. 
Perhaps these meetings were run better than the typical Sierra Club Group or Chapter Executive 
Committee meeting. Clearly activity did not stop with the meetings. Once the initial round of 
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volunteers was in the mix, many hands reached out to the community, found interested individuals, 
and transformed them into active campaign participants. In so doing, the campaign could draw on 
the creative synergy of civically skilled leadership and the organizational capacity of engaged activists 
allowing them to deliver on clever, politically-savvy public events—like sending out Mike on his 
bike. McGinn’s civic leadership training before the campaign helped prepare him to run successfully 
for public office. The way he then ran his campaign may well have prepared a new generation of 
potential Seattle politicians and community leaders to follow his example. 
In an era of declining civic engagement and declining prevalence of the kinds of associations 
that provide opportunities for developing civic skills, organizations like the Sierra Club provide a 
critical civic resource for the nation. At the moment, they are partly succeeding in the task of 
providing civic skills to citizens and potential community leaders. But the data also show that at the 
moment, they may not be going far enough. In addition, they may be part of a dying breed of 
organizations that provide any opportunity for civic learning. If organizations like the Sierra Club fail 
to live up to their civic training potential, or if they end up closing their door altogether, where will 
the next Michael McGinn go to get trained? And where does a society in need of civically skilled 
leaders find its next set of rising stars? 
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Figure 2. Percentage of Leader Time Spent in Various Activities 
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  Table 1. Specific Skill Factor Loadings on Three Skill Dimensions
Type of skill
Managing 
Self
Managing 
Others
Managing 
Public Work
Accepting responsibility 0.81 0.18 0.22
Listening to other people 0.77 0.16 0.18
Accepting criticism 0.68 0.27 0.23
Thinking creatively 0.67 0.19 0.31
Managing my time 0.48 0.39 0.17
Challenging others to be more effective 0.18 0.77 0.28
Holding others accountable 0.26 0.72 0.20
Delegating responsibility 0.28 0.73 0.15
Asking people to volunteer 0.05 0.75 0.26
Coaching and mentoring others 0.29 0.57 0.49
Providing others with support 0.52 0.53 0.20
Asking for help 0.50 0.54 0.07
Working with media 0.11 0.15 0.82
Working effectively in coalition 0.12 0.20 0.80
Speaking in public 0.30 0.17 0.70
Planning and carryig out a campaign 0.24 0.28 0.64
Working effectively with public official 0.31 0.23 0.63
Organizing and running a meeting 0.33 0.37 0.54
Managing internal conflicts 0.30 0.37 0.53
% of Total Variance Explained by Factor 21 21 19
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  Table 2. Particular Skill Improvement by Skill Dimension
Type of Knowledge % improved
Managing Self
Listening to other people 62%
Accepting responsibility 51%
Thinking creatively 38%
Accepting criticism 29%
Managing my time 26%
Managing Self Average 41%
Managing Others
Providing others with support 45%
Asking for help 41%
Asking people to volunteer 37%
Delegating responsibility 30%
Coaching and mentoring others 29%
Challenging others to be more effective 23%
Holding others accountable 18%
Managing Others Average 32%
Managing Public Work
Organizing and running a meeting 48%
Speaking in public 45%
Working effectively with public official 42%
Working effectively in coalition 40%
Planning and carryig out a campaign 39%
Working with media 32%
Managing internal conflicts 31%
Managing Public Work Average 40%
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Figure 3. Total Time Investment and Skill Improvement 
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Figure 4. Relative Time Investment and “Managing Self” 
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Figure 5. Relative Time Investment and “Managing Others” 
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Figure 6. Relative Time Investment and “Managing Public Work” 
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